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Abstract 

Somatic structural variants are important for cancer development and progression.  In a 

diagnostic set-up, especially for hematological malignancies, the comprehensive analysis of all 

cytogenetic aberrations in a given sample still requires a combination of techniques, such as 

karyotyping, fluorescence in situ hybridization and CNV-microarrays. We hypothesize that the 

combination of these classical approaches could be replaced by high-resolution genome 

imaging.  

Bone marrow aspirates or blood samples derived from 48 patients with leukemia, who received 

a clinical diagnoses of different types of hematological malignancies, were processed for 

genome imaging with the Bionano Genomics Saphyr system. In all cases cytogenetic 

abnormalities had previously been identified using standard of care workflows. Based on these 

diagnostic results, the samples were divided into two categories: simple cases (<5 aberrations, 

n=37) and  complex cases (≥5 aberrations or an unspecified marker chromosome, n=11). By 

imaging the labelled ultra-long gDNA molecules (average N50 >250kb), we generated on 

average ~280-fold mapped genome coverage per sample. Chromosomal aberrations were called 

by Bionano Genomics Rare variant pipeline (RVP) specialized for the detections of somatic 

variants.  

Per sample, on average a total of 1,454 high confidence SVs were called, and on average 44 

(range: 14-130) of those were rare i.e. not present in the population control database. 

Importantly, for the simple cases, all clinically reported aberrations with variant allele 

frequencies  higher than 10% were detected by genome imaging. This held true for deletions, 
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insertions, inversions, aneuploidies and translocations. The results for the complex cases were 

also largely concordant between the standard of care workflow and optical mapping, and in 

several cases, optical mapping revealed higher complexity than previously known. SV and CNV 

calls detected by optical mapping were more complete than any other previous single test and 

likely delivered the most accurate and complete underlying genomic architecture. Even complex 

chromothripsis structures were resolved. Finally, optical mapping also identified multiple novel 

events, including balanced translocations that lead to potential novel fusion-genes, opening the 

potential to discover new prognostic and diagnostic biomarkers.  

The full concordance with diagnostic standard assays for simple cases and the overall great 

concordance with (previously likely incompletely understood) complex cases demonstrates the 

potential to replace classical cytogenetic tests with genome imaging. In addition, this holds the 

potential to rapidly map new fusion genes and identify novel SVs and CNVs as novel potential 

leukemia drivers. 
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Introduction 

The introduction of next generation sequencing (NGS) has dramatically changed the way clinical 

molecular laboratories analyze their samples over the past 10 years. Sanger sequencing is 

rapidly losing ground compared to NGS, and single gene analyses are gradually replaced by gene 

panels, exomes and genomes.
1
 In clinical cytogenetics, a trend towards NGS-based analysis is 

visible since the introduction of non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT)
2
 and other sequencing tests 

using cell-free DNA,
3
 but for most clinical cytogenetic analyses (a combination of) karyotyping, 

fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and CNV-microarrays are still performed to detect 

genetic biomarkers of disease. Each of these tests has its own limitations; e.g. karyotyping has a 

maximum banding resolution of ~5Mb; FISH has a higher resolution, but requires a priori 

knowledge of which loci to test and is limited in throughput; and CNV-microarrays offer the best 

resolution down to few kb, but lack the ability to identify balanced chromosomal aberrations 

including translocations, inversions. CNV-microarrays are also unable to map gained material; 

i.e. they cannot distinguish tandem duplications from insertions in trans.  

 

In tumor genetics, and especially for hematological disorders, the choice for the respective 

diagnostic test depends on the underlying clinical diagnosis in combination with available and 

suitable tissues that can be tested. For several types of malignancies, the high degree of 

balanced translocations, some of which lead to cancer driving fusion-genes, still requires 

karyotyping and FISH as routine diagnostic assays. Different clinical testing guidelines define 

when to use which test in different political and geographical regions.
4; 5

 In our laboratory we 

use a combination of karyotyping and FISH for CML and lymphoma; karyotyping, FISH and CNV-
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microarray for AML and ALL; karyotyping and CNV-microarray for MDS and MPN; CNV-

microarray for CLL; and FISH and CNV-microarray on CD138 enriched plasma cells for MM. Also 

of note, FISH represents multiple distinct tests, targeting different loci, that also vary for 

different clinical indications. At present, such divergence in diagnostic tests are accepted and 

seem unavoidable.  

Here, we aimed to investigate whether clinical cytogenetics could become more generic by 

introducing a single test for cytogenetic assessment of leukemia samples: high-resolution 

genome imaging. 

 

Genome-imaging of extremely long linear molecules, combined with optical mapping to detect 

SVs and CNVs, is an emerging technology that may have potential to replace all three above 

mentioned assays in cytogenetic diagnostic laboratories.
6-8

 Originally developed by Dr. David C. 

Schwartz and his lab at NYU in the 1990s,
9
 more recently genome imaging has been 

implemented in nanochannels arrays where high-throughput imaging of long, single DNA 

molecules (0.15-2.5 Mb) containing fluorescent labels marking sequence specific motifs 

distributed throughout the genome is achieved. Optical mapping is then able to reconstruct the 

genome, with highly accurate structure and contiguity in consensus maps up to chromosome 

arm length. Label pattern differences relative to a reference are detected and these differences 

are used to call structural variants (SVs).
10

 Because of the unique value gained by optical 

mapping of ultra-long DNA reads, it has been used in essentially all modern reference genome 

assemblies (human GRCh,
11; 12

 mouse,
13

 goat,
14

 maize ,
15

 as well as benchmark structural 

variation papers.
16-18
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The latest iteration of this technology, now marketed as genome imaging on the Bionano 

Genomics’ Saphyr system (Bionano Genomics, San Diego) generates images of molecules with 

average N50 >250kb and can generate ~300x genome coverage per flow cell (3 flow cells per 

chip, 2 chips per instrument run). The ultra-long high molecular weight (UHMW) DNA molecules 

are fluorescently labelled on a 6-mer ssDNA motif (currently DLE1: CTTAGG), with an average 

label density of 15 labels per 100kb. Accurate and precise patterns of labels allows to a) de novo 

assemble the human genome which is then compared to the reference genome map; or b) 

extract aberrant molecules from reference alignments followed by local consensus generation, 

in order to detect SVs such as deletions, insertion, inversions, duplications, translocations, as 

well as copy number variants (CNVs) and whole chromosome aneuploidies in a genome-wide 

manner. The current technology allows SV detection down to 500bp resolution (for insertions 

and deletions, when using the de novo assembly pipeline), which is much higher compared to 

karyotyping, FISH and CNV-microarrays. Although the current methodology allows detection of 

balanced and unbalanced events, smaller insertions will have unknown origin when the inserted 

sequence is too small to contain a unique motif pattern, and breakpoint accuracy has median 

uncertainty of 3.1kb.
19

 It is also expected that balanced SVs with centromeric breakpoints will 

escape detection, and copy number neutral loss of heterozygosity (CN-LOH) detection is 

currently not enabled. 

 

Here we describe a clinical validation study to investigate 48 leukemia samples with simple and 

complex cytogenetic aberrations using Bionano genome imaging. All 48 samples have been 
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previously analyzed using karyotyping, FISH and/or CNV-microarray as part of routine diagnostic 

testing.   
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Material and Methods 

Sample selection 

Heparinized bone marrow or peripheral blood samples were sent to our clinical laboratory for 

routine cytogenetic diagnostic testing (karyotyping, FISH and/or genome wide CNV-microarray). 

In cases with sufficient left-over material, DNA stabilization buffer (Bionano Genomics) was 

added to heparinized bone marrow or blood and stored at -80 ˚C. Fifty samples with a 

cytogenetically abnormal result were anonymized and processed for Bionano optical mapping.  

 

Isolation of ultra-high molecular weight (UHMW) gDNA for genome imaging 

UHMW gDNA was isolated from heparinized bone marrow aspirates (BMA) and EDTA- or 

heparin-blood stored at -80°C following the manufacturer’s guidelines with small modifications 

(Bionano Prep SP Frozen Human Blood DNA Isolation Protocol, Bionano Genomics #30246). In 

order to preserve DNA integrity and prevent clotting of the samples, DNA stabilizer was added 

to heparinized samples before or after freezing and some samples were additionally filtered 

with 100μm cell strainer (pluriStrainer Mini 100μm, pluriSelect) by centrifugation for 5 minutes 

at 400 x g. White blood cells (WBCs) were counted with HemoCue (Radiometer Benelux) and 

1.5M cells were used for the DNA isolation protocol. Cells were pelleted (2,200 x g, 2min) and 

after removing the supernatant the cell pellet was resuspended in Proteinase K and RNAse (for 

bone marrow aspirates only). Following this, to release the gDNA, LBB lysis-buffer was added 

and the samples were mixed using HulaMixer (ThermoFisher Scientific). After PMSF treatment 

(Sigma-Aldrich), Nanobind disks were placed on each sample solution and isopropanol was 

added. Samples were then mixed using HulaMixer to bind the released gDNA onto the disks. 
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After washing, the disks were transferred to fresh tubes and the gDNA was eluted from the 

disks. Finally, the gDNA was mixed and equilibrated overnight at room temperature to facilitate 

DNA homogeneity. 

DNA quantification was carried out using Qubit dsDNA assay BR kit with a Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer 

(ThermoFisher Scientific).  For 47/48 (97.9%) of the samples, the concentrations were above or 

equal 35 ng/μL as recommended and for 46/48 (95.8%) of the samples the coefficient of 

variation (CV) was <0.3 (three measurement points from each DNA sample), fulfilling the 

recommended criteria to perform the following gDNA labelling reaction (Supplementary Table 

1). 

 

Labeling of UHMW gDNA and chip loading 

The UHMW gDNA labelling was performed following the manufacturer’s guidelines using the 

Bionano Prep Direct Label and Stain (DLS) Protocol. Briefly, 750ng purified UHMW DNA was 

labelled with DL-green fluorophores using the Direct Labeling Enzyme (DLE-1) chemistry, 

followed by Proteinase K digestion (Qiagen) and DL-green cleanup using two membrane 

adsorption steps on a microplate. Finally, the labelled samples were homogenized by mixing 

with HulaMixer and stained overnight (Bionano DNA stain reagent) at room temperature, 

protected from light, to visualize the DNA backbone.  

DNA quantification was carried out using Qubit dsDNA assay HS kit with a Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer 

(ThermoFisher Scientific). 40/48 (83.3%) of the labelled samples had concentrations within the 

recommended values of 4-12 ng/μl for both measurement points, 7/48 samples had one 
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measurement >12 ng/μl, and only one sample had both measurements below 4 ng/μl 

(Supplementary Table 1).  

 

Data collection 

Labelled gDNA samples were loaded on 3x 1300 Gb Saphyr chips (G2.3) and imaged by the 

Saphyr instrument. Each flowcell was run on maximum capacity to generate 1300 Gb of data per 

sample using Hg19 as the reference for real time quality control assessment. 

 

Assemblies and variant calling 

De novo genome assemblies, variant calling and Rare Variant Pipeline were all performed via 

Bionano Access software (v1.4.3) using the Bionano Tools version 1.4.3 for assembly and variant 

calling and RefAligner v10020 for the Rare Variant Pipeline (RVP). For the current manuscript, 

only data from the RVP was used. For data filtering, a customized filter was created using the 

following confidence scores: Insertion: 0, Deletion: 0, Inversion: 0.01, Duplication: -1, 

Translocation: 0.01 (low stringency: filter set to 0), Copy Number: 0.99 (low stringency: filter set 

to 0). Per sample, prefiltered data were downloaded as .csv files for SVs and CNVs separately. 

These .csv files were used to determine the numbers and types of aberrations per sample (Table 

1, Supplementary Table 2). ‘Whole genome CNV’ views were only enabled in the latest Bionano 

Access software version 1.5. 

 

Data comparison 
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For comparison of the Bionano data to the standard of care workflow, each pre-filtered csv file 

was investigated for the presence of the known aberrations (from karyotyping, CNV-microarray, 

and/or FISH) (Table 2). Only clinically relevant, reported SVs were taken into account. SVs with a 

variant allele fraction (VAF) of <10% (equivalent to the presence of SVs in 20% of cell fraction, as 

determined by CNV-microarray CNV profile or aberrant metaphase count by karyotyping) were 

excluded for the purpose of this study. Potential newly identified SVs are mentioned for 

occasional cases but the investigation of those is beyond the scope of this manuscript.  

 

Terminology 

Terminology as used in this article is based on 2 different algorithms that are incorporated in 

the Rare Variant pipeline, one for SVs and one for CNVs. Consequently, terminology is slightly 

different than commonly used in cytogenetics laboratories.  

The SV tool calls insertions, deletions, duplications, inversions, inter- and intrachromosomal 

translocations.
20

 Intrachromosomal translocation breakpoints involve regions with a minimum 

distance of 5Mb from each other on the same chromosome, meaning that also deletions or 

inversions > 5Mb are called as intrachromosomal translocations.
20

 CNVs are instead detected 

based on coverage depth information using a copy number analysis pipeline embedded in the 

Rare Variant Pipeline. The copy number tool identifies fractional copy number changes and 

chromosomal aneuploidy events. 
20

  

For the purpose of this study, we consider concordance of genome imaging with previous 

findings (CNV-microarray) whenever the same event is detected, even though the size or 

breakpoints of an SV/CNV may differ slightly (Table 2).  
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Karyotyping 

Bone marrow samples were cultured for 24 and 48 hours, respectively, in RPMI1640 medium 

supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and antibiotics. After hypotonic treatment with 

0.075M KCl and fixation in methanol/acetic acid (3:1) microscopic slides (GTG-banding) were 

prepared. Chromosomes were G-banded using trypsin and Giemsa and at least 20 metaphases 

were analyzed in case of a normal karyotype, and at least 10 in case of an abnormal karyotype. 

Karyotypes were described according to the standardized ISCN 2016 nomenclature system.  

 

FISH analysis 

Standard cytogenetic cell preparations were used for fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). 

FISH was performed using commercially available probes according to the manufacturer’s 

specifications (Abbott Molecular, Des Plaines, Illinois). At least 200 interphase nuclei were 

scored by two independent investigators. 

 

CNV-microarray 

CNV-microarray analysis was carried using the CytoScan HD array platform (ThermoFisher 

Scientific, Waltham, USA). Hybridizations were performed according to the manufacturer’s 

protocols. The data were analyzed using the Chromosome Analysis Suite software package 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, USA), using annotations of genome version GRCh37 (hg19). 

Aberrations were described according to ISCN 2016. 
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Results 

Samples included 

All leukemia samples (n=48) in this study were first analyzed with the standard of care 

workflow, followed by the analysis of residual material on the Bionano Saphyr system to detect 

diagnostically relevant (i.e. reported) structural variants/chromosomal aberrations. We chose a 

combination of myeloid and lymphoid neoplasms (AML, MDS, CML, CLL, ALL, MM,  MPN, T-PLL, 

LYBM) with an abnormal cytogenetics report to represent a broad set of clinically relevant SVs 

and CNVs. These are representative for the most common referrals to our clinic, with an 

estimated yearly number of 1,800 samples. Based on the diagnostically reported aberrations, 

the 48 samples were classified into two different groups: 37 samples  with  <5 aberrations 

(categorized as simple cases) and 11 samples with ≥5 aberrations or an unspecified marker 

chromosome (categorized as complex) (Table 2).  

 

Genome imaging results and SV/CNV calling 

The optical mapping of these 48 leukemia genomes resulted in an average of 280-fold effective 

coverage  (+/- 51.17), with an average label density of 14.6/100kb  (+/- 1.62), a map rate of 71% 

(+/- 9.33) and an average N50 (>150kb) of 263kb (+/- 0.03) (Supplementary Table 1). In total, we 

identified 71,247 SVs and 7,301 CNVs in 48 leukemia samples (Supplementary Tables 3 and 

Supplementary Tables 4). Per sample, on average 1,454 total SVs were detected, comprising 642 

insertions, 632 deletions, 74 inversions, 96 duplications, 7 interchromosomal translocations and 

3 intrachromosomal translocations. Filtering these SVs for rare variants only, where rare is 

defined as variants that are not present in a cohort of 57 control samples, resulted in 2178 SVs 
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in total (Supplementary Table 5). Each sample showed 44 rare SVs on average, of which 15 were 

insertions, 20 deletions, 1 inversion, 5 duplications, 2 interchromosomal translocation and 1 

intrachromosomal translocation (Table 1, for examples see Figure 1 and Figure 2).  

For CNVs, filtering for rare variants is not available yet. However, the RVP analysis automatically 

masks regions of the genome with unusually high variance in their relative coverage across 

control datasets (including centromeric and telomeric regions), assuming that these high 

variance regions may be regions of high CNV occurrence in normal healthy individuals.
21

 For the 

total of 7,301 CNV calls, 3,445 CNV calls (451 gains, 2,993 losses) were left after masking. Per 

sample, this lead to an average of 9 (range: 0-64) non-masked gains and 53 (range: 4-575) non-

masked losses (Table 1). Segmentation of large CNVs, partial trisomies or monosomies inflates 

these numbers, similar to findings in CNV-microarrays. 

 

Improved filter settings lead to 100% true positive rate for known aberrations for simple cases  

By applying our customized filtering settings (see Materials and Methods), all diagnostically 

reported aberrations were identified by a combination of SV and CNV outputs, with the 

exception of 10 events in 9/37 simple cases, resulting in the correct identification of 78% 

(36/46) of diagnostically reported aberrations with variant allele fraction >10% (excluding CN-

LOH) (Table 2). Nine out of the 10 aberrations that escaped the initial filtering were detected by 

lowering the confidence threshold for translocations from 0.01 to 0, although not all of these 

aberrations were actually translocations (see Terminology in Material and Methods). Lowering 

the confidence filters for translocations resulted in the calling of on average 9 (range: 5-18) 

additional aberrations  per sample (Table 2). Independent validations are needed to determine 
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the true-positive of false-positive character of the additional translocations. The one missing 

aberration that could not be rescued by a lower translocation confidence filter concerned a 

sample with bad quality (N50: 205kb, map rate: 53%). Nevertheless, even this one could be 

unraveled by reducing the CNV confidence to 0, importantly resulting in a total of 100% 

detection rate of diagnostically reported findings.  

Of note, aneuploidies of sex chromosomes were clearly visible in CNV profiles and circos plots, 

but not called due to the absence of a counting for sex-chromosomes in the current RVP 

analysis.  

 

Correlation of known clinically relevant findings with Genome Imaging in complex cases 

Ten of the 11 complex cases showed full concordance with previous findings (Table 2). Of those 

ten, five required the lowered filter settings in order to identify all respective aberrations (two 

required lower settings for SVs, one for CNVs, and two for both) (Supplementary Figure 1 and 

Supplementary Figure 2).  Only in one case we did not observe full concordance with previous 

findings. However, this represents a case with very complex aberrations of which we still 

identify the majority. All missed aberrations had a previously estimated VAF of ~10% (20% 

estimated aberrant cell fraction by CNV-microarray).  Next to still identifying the vast majority of 

known aberrations, we observed that genome imaging likely reveals the true underlying nature 

of aberrations. For several cases breakpoints of gains and losses identified by CNV-microarrays 

match the translocation breakpoints identified by genome imaging or refined previously known 

translocations from karyotyping.  
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Very interestingly, even a complex chromothripsis structure was resolved unambiguously (case 

41, Table 1, Figure 3). In addition, for several of the complex cases it seems that the clinically 

detected rearrangements are even more complex than previously seen, e.g. additional 

translocations were identified or marker chromosomes of unknown origin were resolved (Table 

2).  

 

Novel findings by genome imaging – translocations leading to potential fusions 

Next to the very high concordance for diagnostically reported aberrations, genome imaging also 

finds novel aberrations. While this was not the major purpose of this study, we aimed to share 

all SVs and CNVs with the field (Supplementary Tables 3 and Supplementary Tables 4) that may 

enable future discoveries.  

As genome imaging has a unique ability to identify balanced aberrations with high resolution, 

we focused our analysis on potential fusion genes that resulted from interchromosomal 

translocations, due to their known importance as (novel) leukemia driver mutations. From the 

list of rare SVs (n=2,178, Supplementary Table 5), 95 presented as rare interchromosomal 

translocations. Of those, 23 were unique calls leading to potential gene fusions (based on 

Bionano’s annotations) (Supplementary Table 6). Four of those were known, previously 

diagnostically reported fusions, including the only recurrent fusion which was reported in 3 

independent samples affecting the BCR-ABL1 fusion gene (Figure 4) and one known fusion of 

KMT2A-ELL. Of the remaining potential fusions no recurrent events were observed 

(Supplementary Table 6), and none was reported previously (COSMIC catalogue of somatic 

mutations in Cancer). Of potential interest are putative fusions of RUNX1-AGBL4 and of BCR-
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EXOC2 (Supplementary Figure 3), for both of which one of the two fusion partners is well known 

from other fusion genes in leukemia. The latter was another BCR-fusion from a case with a 

three-way translocation involving the Philadelphia chromosome and BCR-ABL1 fusion. 

 

Novel findings by genome imaging – other SVs 

To explore the ability to detect smaller SVs that may escape traditional methods (e.g. CNV-

microarrays), we checked all rare deletions and insertions calls <10kb in size (n=963, 

Supplementary Table 5). Of those, 26 calls overlap with well-established cancer genes 

(Supplementary Table 7).
22

 Three genes show recurrent small insertions and deletions. Most 

interesting candidates are a 6kb deletion and a 3.3 kb insertion affecting NOTCH1 in sample 14 

(CML) and 30 (MDS) respectively. Additional validations for these novel findings that usually also 

escape calling from CNV-microarrays are warranted. 
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Discussion 

Genome imaging on the Bionano Genomics’ Saphyr system (Bionano Genomics, San Diego) 

relies on a high-throughput comparison of distance and pattern of fluorescent labels on long 

DNA molecules >150 kb to the respective distance and patterns in a given references sequence 

(e.g. hg19 or hg38 after in silico digestion). Only recently, increased throughput, lowered costs, 

and improved resolution allow for the usage of this technology for structural variant detection 

in clinical relevant human applications. The identification of structural variants is key for the 

diagnostics of genetic disorders. Recent work from Barseghyan et al.
10

 illustrates this by showing 

how genome imaging correctly diagnoses Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy from clinical samples. 

In a another study a prostate tumor sample was profiled by comparing the cancer sample with 

matched blood by genome imaging.
23

  

In the current study, we aimed to investigate whether the optical mapping technology would be 

suited to replace karyotyping, CNV-microarray and FISH as single diagnostic test for 

hematological diseases. Therefore, we compared previously reported diagnostic data from 48 

leukemia samples with data generated by genome imaging. All samples performed according to 

specifications, with a label density of 14.6/100kb and an N50 molecule length (>150kb) of 263kb 

resulting in 280x genome coverage.  

 

Genome imaging for simple cases 

Most remarkably, we were able to identify all previously reported aberrations with a VAF>10% 

(SVs and CNVs) in the simple cases. Identification of 100% of the aberrations however required 

to lower the stringency settings used for filtering, mainly for translocations, and lead to the 
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additional calling of on average 9 aberrations per sample. Whether these additional aberrations 

present true or false positives still needs to be determined, and a combination of both is likely. 

Manual inspection of several of those translocations showed that they often were supported by 

many high quality molecules, suggesting that they might be real and that readjustment of the 

confidence values is needed for future software upgrades. Recurrent intrachromosomal 

translocations on chromosome 9, that were identified in some cases with lowered translocation 

thresholds, instead lead to the hypothesis that other additional findings may be false positives – 

or represent the true complexity of that locus and may indicate issues in the human reference 

genome.  

 

Genome imaging for complex cases 

For the complex cases we also observe a very high concordance with previous findings. Only in 

one case we did not observe full concordance. However, the previously estimated VAF of ~10% 

(20% estimated aberrant cell fraction by CNV-microarray) may not have been accurate, 

assuming that an actual lower aberrant cell fraction is not unlikely. If this was the case, this 

would be beyond the scope of our study. Surprisingly we still detect  the vast majority of all 

aberrations despite the low VAFs.  

Especially for complex cases, a key benefit of genome imaging became apparent: Only a 

combined assay that enables the detection of (almost) all aberrations in one test is able to 

unravel the true underlying architecture of complex genomic re-arrangements. Now we observe 

that several of the gains and losses identified by CNV-microarrays match the translocation 

breakpoints identified by genome imaging. Previously this always required karyotyping as 
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translocations cannot be identified with CNV-microarrays. But even karyotyping may miss 

events or may not identify exact breakpoints, as also observed for several cases of our study 

(Table 2). Occasionally, karyotyping is even impossible, e.g. when no metaphase chromosomes 

were obtainable. 

 

Novel findings by genome imaging 

Next to the identification of previously known aberrations, we also checked for novel ones 

although this was not the main purpose of this study. We especially concentrated on 

translocations leading to potential novel fusion genes, since those are important drivers for 

cancer development and discovery of new drivers can lead to important biological insight and 

potential new treatment possibilities.
24

  Traditionally, fusion-gene mapping used methods like 

SKY-FISH followed by FISH and PCR to identify one or both fusion partners of recurrent 

translocations.
25

 Nowadays, short-read genome sequencing can successfully identify different 

kind of variations, including translocations leading to novel fusion genes.
24; 26; 27

 Emerging long-

read genome sequencing technologies make identification of SVs even easier,
28-31

 and show 

potential to unravel complex events like chromothripsis.
30; 32

 There have also been successful 

applications of RNAseq for the detection of fusion genes in leukemia,
27; 33

 which has however 

not entered the clinical setting yet and the sensitivity for low VAF needs to be shown. 

Unfortunately, many of these new technologies require a combination of optimized research 

analysis tools and a dedicated team of skilled bioinformaticians, and therefore are often applied 

by large consortia or large-scale genome sequencing centers only. Despite the advantages and 

potential advantages of genome sequencing, sequencing technologies remain limited by 
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interspersed repeat elements which are longer than the sequence reads and therefore do not 

allow unique mapping, which masks most SVs in short read sequencing and some in long read 

sequencing.  

Genome imaging now offers the possibility for a rather easy and direct identification of such 

fusions, as well as an easy detection of inversions that were likewise difficult to identify until 

now. Its independence of sequence context in combination with the ultra-long molecules 

enables the analysis of even the most complex regions of the genome.  

Another type of novel findings are small SVs that usually escape detection by classical means. To 

get a first expression, we filtered for aberrations smaller than 10kb, and for example identified 

two different SVs affecting NOTCH1, being a 6kb deletion and a 3.3 kb insertion in sample 14 

(CML) and 30 (MDS) respectively. This is a potentially interesting finding, as NOTCH 1 is an 

important leukemia driver gene in CLL,
34

 but also emerges for other leukemia types.
35

  Whether 

these two SVs add anything meaningful to our two cases requires further investigations though. 

 

Resolution of genome imaging 

We observe that for a wide range of structural variants genome imaging offers higher resolution 

compared to the standard technologies. Current resolutions and reporting criteria of standard-

of-care technologies are 5Mb for karyotyping, and for CNV-microarrays 100kb-5Mb for leukemia 

specific regions and >5Mb for non-leukemia specific regions. For CNV-microarrays also copy-

number neutral LOH (CNLOH) is reported when >10Mb and extending towards the telomere, 

just as mosaicism down to 10%. FISH can only detect specific rearrangements and fusion genes. 

Genome imaging in combination with the Rare Variant Pipeline instead allows the detection of 
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insertions within a size-range of 5-50kb, deletions >5kb, translocations (or transpositions) 

>70kb, inversions >100kb and duplications >150kb.
20

 This higher resolution of genome imaging 

for all types of variants will allow the detection of smaller cancer-associated events, potentially 

leading to new insights and maybe even better treatment options.  

 

Current challenges and opportunities 

Although genome imaging comes with a lot of advantages, there are also limitations to this new 

technology. First, the detection of Robertsonian translocations, or any other balanced 

translocations with breaks in the repeat regions surrounding the centromere, is not possible yet 

due to missing labels for the centromeres. Second, we did not yet include the detection of 

events with a VAF <10% systematically. Another study, including systematic dilution series, 

would be required to test detection limits of lowest level somatic aberrations. Third, CN-LOH 

identification is not enabled yet. We have however analyzed two exemplary samples with 

previously identified large LOH regions (sample 26 and 41, 87 and 107 Mb respectively), and 

within the homozygous regions 88% (37/42) and 89% (49/55) of SV calls were called as 

homozygous by the de novo assembly algorithm (RVP does not support genotyping of called 

events). We believe that with some improvements this can allow to call LOH at least for larger 

regions spanning several Mb. We believe that calling missing or additional labels, due to a 

(common) SNP in the 6mer recognition motif, will allow improved ‘genotyping’ and could 

further improve LOH calling.  
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Concerning the detection of events with a VAF <10%, which were too rare in our cohort to draw 

major conclusions, the RVP tool only requires a default minimum of 3 molecules showing the 

identical SV
20

, hence lower VAFs shall be identified when higher coverage is enabled. We also 

anticipate that higher throughput, and usage of the 2
nd

 laser that is already included in the 

Saphyr instrument but not actively used yet, will enable the use of a 2
nd

 dye that would allow 

for sample-barcoding and pooling on the same flowcell in future. This should enable at least to 

pool 2 samples that have been differentially labeled, but the average of ~50 labels per molecule 

should also allow ratio labelling with two dyes, allowing to pool three or more samples, as was 

shown previously for FISH.
36

 

 

Turnaround time is critical for clinical implementation of this test, and the current amount of 

data especially for high coverage somatic SV detection makes this challenging. We already 

observed a dramatic improvement in analysis time for RVP vs. de novo assembly, but further 

improvements are necessary. One might need to think about applying the RVP tool only to a 

defined set of genes or regions of interest, as was recently demonstrated for FSHD,
37

 which 

would dramatically speed up analysis and reduce number of aberrations that need to be 

considered. Furthermore, we would prefer one combined report for the SV and CNV outputs 

coming from two different algorithms, and think that data would be best visualized by a 

composite ideogram style, such as described in 
38

, and by ‘genome-wide CNV profiles’ similar to 

the CNV-microarrays that are now available within the most recent update of the Bionano 

software (Supplementary Figure 4). Finally, other very intriguing new developments include the 
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potential for  ‘phased’ detection of SVs and methylation,
39

 which can offer additional value for 

cancer research and diagnostics.
40

 

 

While we can show a true positive rate of 100% for simple cases, our study is not yet suited to 

determine sensitivity and specificity. We identified additional aberrations in many cases, which 

either were not identified or not reported by standard of care tests. Full assessment of false-

positive rates of genome imaging however would require orthogonal validations, some of which 

would not be trivial. But the overall numbers identified here led us to conclude that false-

positive rates are very likely (very) low. This conclusion is also reflected by the analysis of 11 

complex cases while we see strong concordance with previous results, usually genome imaging 

allows better resolution and a more complete picture of complex aberrations.  

 

In summary, the data presented in this manuscript and the promising future improvements of 

the technology convince us that the use of high resolution genome imaging for diagnostic 

purposes will be feasible in near future. Thereby, optical mapping has the potential to replace 

existing cytogenetics analyses and may become the one generic test for all (molecular) 

cytogenetic applications, thereby being highly complementary to existing sequencing based 

technologies. 
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Figures Titles and Legends  

Figure 1: Example of Bionano output for one sample with a deletion (sample 20). Illustration of 

a known deletion spanning TET2, called by Bionano RVP. This deletion was previously called by 

CNV-microarray (boundaries: chr4:105,736,684-106,433,338, total size:697kb). This deletion is 

called by both the SV- and the CNV- tool. a) Whole genome circos plot showing a total of 47 rare 

SVs, of which 24 insertions, 12 deletions, 3 inversions, 7 duplications, and 1 intrachromosomal 

translocation. The TET2 deletion is pointed out in the CNV track (blue arrow) and the SV track 

(orange arrow). b) Zoom-in circos plot of chromosome 4 only, showing the TET2 deletion called 

by the SV and CNV tool. c) Navigation from the circos plot to the ‘chromosome maps view’ is 

enabled by selecting the respective chromosome or SV call, guiding to the map that supports 

the deletion. The lower track shows the SV deletion call from the map, specifying the breakpoint 

to chr4:105,717,890-106,452,233 (size: 727.7kb). The upper track illustrates the CNV call from 

an independent tool.  

 

Figure 2: Example of Bionano output for one sample with a balanced translocation (sample 

44). Illustration of a known translocation t(11;14) called by Bionano RVP. a) Whole genome 

circos plot showing 2 translocations (t(11;14) and t(3;10), purple lines). b) Zoom-in circos plot of 

‘affected’ chromosomes only, enabling a more detailed visualization of t(11,14). c) Navigation 

from the circos plot to the ‘chromosome maps view’ is enabled by clicking the purple line, 

guiding to the map that supports the translocation. The selected example shows the 

translocation breakpoints t(11;14), mapping to genes CCND1 (chr.11) and IGH (chr.14). d) 

Aberrant molecules supporting the translocation.  
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Figure 3. Resolving chromothripsis structures. A complex chromosome 8 chromothripsis 

structure was resolved unambiguously in an AML sample (sample 41). a) The circos plot 

illustrates the shattering of chromosome 8, called as intra-chromosomal translocations. In 

addition, a monosomy of chromosome 7 was identified. b) Zoom-in to chromosome 8, showing 

the aberrant CNV profile (top) and maps of the rare variant pipeline (bottom). 

 

Figure 4. Recurrent BCR-ABL1 fusion genes. Data analysis identified 3 recurrent translocations, 

leading to BRC-ABL1 fusion genes in 3 CML cases. The resolution of optical mapping allowed to 

identify possibly 2 different BCR breakpoints in the three samples (chromosome 22), however 

they differ by only one label. We were also able to distinguish three different breakpoints in 

ABL1 (chromosome 9), all mapping to intron 1. Translocation breakpoints are indicated by 

yellow (ABL1) and red (BCR) arrows. 

 

 

Table Titles and Legends 

Table 1: Average numbers of SVs and CNVs with the recommended confidence filters. 

Table 2a&b: Comparison of previous findings (karyotyping, CNV-microarray and FISH) with 

genome imaging results. 
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Table 1: Average numbers of SVs and CNVs with the recommended confidence filters  

SV calls using the high confidence filter settings 
 Sum in all samples Average per sample 

 all SVs rare SVs all SVs rare SVs 

Total 71247 2178 1454.0 44.4 

Insertion 31452 711 641.9 14.5 

Deletion 30981 989 632.3 20.2 

Inversion 3633 70 74.1 1.4 

Duplication 4701 246 95.9 5.0 

Translocation interchromosomal 349 95 7.1 1.9 

Translocation intrachromosomal 131 67 2.7 1.4 

Rare SVs overlapping genes (within 12kb window) 

 Sum in all samples Average per sample 

Total 1254 25.8 

Insertion 345 7.0 

Deletion 557 11.4 

Inversion 45 0.9 

Duplication 192 3.9 

Translocation interchromosomal 67 1.5 

Translocation intrachromosomal 48 1.0 

CNV calls (non-masked only) 

 Sum in all samples Average per sample 

Gain (called duplication in the file) 451 9.0 

Loss (called deletion in the file) 2993 53.4 

Putative amplifications (CN>3) 13 0.3 
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Table 2a: Comparison of previous findings (karyotyping, CNV-microarray and FISH) with genome imaging results for simple cases 

Sample ID Diagnosis Karyotype results FISH results Array results (number given in brackets refers to 
aberrant  

cell fraction estimate e.g. [0-1]) 

Information on previous test results excluded 
from  

Bionano analysis: e.g. VAF<10%, CNLOH and 
centromeric breakpoints 

Detection with SV tool Detection with CNV tool Summary Comments Additional inter-
/intra-

chromosomal 
translocationsa 

1 AML 46,XY,del(9)(q21q31)[5]/46,XY[4] 
MECOM (3q26) and KMT2A 
(11q23) normal 

9q21.11q31.1(70966262_105632182)x1 [0.2], [deletion 
34 Mb]  

9q21.11q31.1 deletion ND 9q21.11q31.1 loss concordantb Concordantb 
t(5;9)(p12;q22.2) 
detected  

2 AML 46,XX,der(7)t(2;7)(p16.3;q21.3)[11]/46,XX[19] 
MECOM (3q26), KMT2A (11q23) 
and DEK-NUP214/t(6;9)(p23;q34) 
normal 

2pterp16.3(12771_52252442)x3[0.5], [gain 52 Mb] 
7q21.3qter(95043850_158695500)x1[0.5], [deletion 65 
Mb;  SERPINE1, EZH2 ] 

 
t(2;7)(p16.3;q21.3) concordant 

2pterp16.3 gain concordant  
7q21.3qter loss concordant 

Concordant 
  

3 AML 46,XX,t(7;17)(q32;q21)[10] 
MECOM (3q26), KMT2A (11q23) 
and RARA (17q21) normal 

NA 
 

t(7;17)(q36.3;q22) concordanta No reported CNVs Concordanta 
t(7;17)(q36.3;q22) 
refined breakpoints 

4 / 1 

4 AML 46,XY,inv(16)(p13q22)[18]/46,XY[2] 

CBFB (16q22) rearrangement 
[83/100] 
MECOM (3q26) and KMT2A 
(11q23) normal 

NA 
 

inv(16)(p13q22) concordanta No reported CNVs Concordanta 
 

5 / 5 

5 AML 46,XX,t(11;19)(q23;p13)[10] 
KMT2A (11q23) rearrangement 
[120/204] 
MECOM (3q26) normal 

NA 
 

t(11;19)(q23;p13) concordant No reported CNVs Concordant 
  

6 AML 46,XX,inv(3)(q21.3q26.2)[10] MECOM present [70/100] NA inv(3)(q21.3q26.2) concordanta No reported CNVs Concordanta 3 / 2 

7 CLL NA 

TP53 (del17p) [49/200]  
ATM (del11q) normal 
D13S319 (13q14) and LAMP 
(13q34) normal 
CEP12 (centromere 12) gain 
[134/200] 

NA 
 

t(12;17)(p11.21p11.2):  
     TP53 (17p) deletion concordant 
     Chr12 gain concordant 
 

TP53 (del17p) loss concordant 
Chr12 gain concordant 
(p12.3qter) 

concordant 

Unbalanced 
translocation 
t(12;17)(p11.21p11.2) 
matches previous 
results 

 

8 CLL NA NA 
13q14.2q14.3(50584486_51494488)x1[0.95], [deletion 
910 Kb; DLEU 1, 2, 7] 

4pterp14(46691_36196400)x1[0.1], [deletion 4p 36 
Mb]: VAF is <10% 

13q14.2q14.3 deletion concordant 13q14.2q14.3 loss concordant Concordant 
  

9 CLL NA NA 
(12)x3[0.6], [trisomy 12] 
13q14.13q31.2(46897505_89313843)x1[0.4], [deletion 
42.5 Mb; RB1, DLEU-regio] 

 
13q14.13q31.2 deletion 
concordant 

Trisomy 12 concordant 
13q14.13q31.2 loss concordant 

Concordant Supplementary figure 4 
 

10 CLL NA NA 

6q14.3q22.31(87684263_122410997)x1[0.2], [deletion 
35 Mb; FOXO3] 
13q14.2q14.3(48828433_51506413)x1[0.2-0.8], [deletion 
2,7 Mb; RB1 and DLEU-region] 

 

6q14.3q22.31 deletion 
concordanta 

13q14.2q14.3 deletion concordant 

6q14.3q22.31 loss ND 
13q14.2q14.3 loss concordant 

Concordanta 
 

3 / 5 

11 CLL NA NA 
13q14.2(49760437_50275757)x1[0.8] 
13q14.2q14.3(50438427_51534187)x0[0.8]  

13q14.2 deletion is more complex 
(incl. inversion) 
13q14.2q14.3 deletion concordant 

13q14.2 loss concordant 
13q14.2q14.3 loss concordant 

concordant 
  

12 CLL NA NA Xp22.31 [deletion 1.6 Mb] Xp22.31 deletion concordant Loss Xp22.31 concordant Concordant 

13 CML 46,XY,t(9;22)(q34;q11.2)[5]/46,XY[25] NA NA t(9;22)(q34;q11.2) concordant No reported CNVs Concordant 

14 CML 46,XX,?t(1;2)(q44;q33),t(6;9;22)(p23;q34;q11)[10] 
BCR-ABL1/t(9;22)(q34;q11.2) 
variant form [100] 

NA 
 

t(6;9;22)(p23;q34;q11)a 
t(1;2)(q42.3,q33.1) concordanta 

No reported CNVs Concordanta 
t(1;2)(q42.3,q33.1) 
breakpoints refined 

13 / 5 

15 CML 46,XX,t(9;22)(q34;q11.2),t(16;18)(p11;p11.3)[10] 
BCR-ABL1/t(9;22)(q34;q11.2) 
present [100] 

NA 
 

t(9;22)(q34;q11.2) concordant 
t(16;18)(p11;p11.3) concordant 

No reported CNVs Concordant 
  

16 LYBM NA 
IGH-CCNA1/t(11;14)(q13;q32) 
present [60/100] 

NA 
 

t(11;14)(q13;q32) concordant No reported CNVs concordant 
  

17 LYBM 45,X,-Y[8]/46,XY[12] NA NA Loss of Y ND Loss of Y concordant (circos-plot) Concordant 

18 LYBM 
46,XX,t(X;11)(q22;q23),del(7)(q32) 
[2]/46,XX[8] 

NA NA 
 

t(X;11)(q22;q23) concordant 
del(7)(q32) concordanta 

del(7)(q32) ND Concordanta 
del(7)(q32) refined 
breakpoints q31.2q36.1 

4 / 3 

19 LYBM NA 
IGH-CCNA1/t(11;14)(q13;q32) 
present [91/100] 

NA 
 

t(11;14)(q13;q32) concordant No reported CNVs concordant 
  

20 MDS NA NA 
4q24(105736684_106433338)x1[0.8], [deletion 697 kb;  
TET2 ]  

4q24 deletion concordant 4q24 loss concordant Concordant 
  

21 MDS 47,XX,+8[10] 
MYC (8q24) gain [107/200] 
CEP8 (centromere 8) gain [108/200] 

NA 
 

Trisomy 8 ND Trisomy 8 concordant Concordant 
  

22 MDS 
46,XX,t(1;18)(q25;q21.1) 
[7]/47,idem,+der(18)t(1;18)[3] 

IGH-BCL2/t(14;18)(q32;q21) normal Normal 
 

t(1;18)(q25;q21.1) concordanta No reported CNVs Concordanta 
t(1;18)(q25.3;q21.31) 
refined breakpoints 

4 / 1 

23 MDS 46,XY,del(7)(q22q31)[3]/46,XY[7] NA 
7q22.1q31.33(98787052_124388893)x1[0.2], [deletion 
25.6 Mb, SERPINE1]  

7q22.1q31.33 deletion 
concordanta 

7q22.1q31.33 partly concordant 
(size smaller) 

Concordanta 
 

12 / 2 

24 MDS 45,X,-Y[9]/46,XY[1] NA 
4q24(105716004_106750252)x1[0.9], [deletion 1Mb: 
TET2] 
(Y)x0[0.8], [loss of Y] 

 
4q24 deletion concordant 
Loss of Y ND 

4q24 loss concordant 
Loss of Y concordant (circos-plot) 

Concordant 
  

25 MDS NA NA 134 kb loss 4q24 part of TET2 
 

4q24 deletion concordanta 4q24 loss concordant Concordant 

4q24 event is more 
complex (large 
deletions/inversion 
involved) 

 

26 MDS 47,XY,+8[7]/46,XY[3] NA (8)x3[0.5], [trisomy 8] 
7q11.22qter(71748536_159119707)x2 hmz,  [CNLOH 
87 Mb;  EZH2] 

Trisomy 8 ND Trisomy 8 concordant Concordant 
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27 MDS 46,XY,+1,der(1;7)(q10;p10)[8]/46,XY[2] NA 
1q11qter(145406788_249198818)x3[0.7], [gain 104 Mb]   
7q11qter(63316139_159119708)x1[0.7], [deletion 96 Mb; 
CUX1, EZH2] 

der(1;7)(q10;p10) breaks at centromere der(7)t(1;7)(q21.1;q11.2) ND 
1q21.1qter gain concordant 
7q11.21qter loss concordant 

Concordant 
  

28 MDS 46,XY,del(11)(q14q23)[10] NA 
11q14.1q23.3(82895634_120369228)x1[0.9], [deletion 
37 Mb; CBL, BIRC3, ATM ]  

11q14.1q23.3 deletion 
concordanta 

11q14.1q23.3 loss concordant Concordant 
  

29 MDS 46,XY,del(20)(q11)[5]/46,XY,del(7)(q21q32)[4]/46,XY[1] NA 
20q11.21q13.2(30856731_50055635)x1[0.4], [deletion 
19 Mb; ASXL1, MAFB ] 

7q21.11q32.1(81261897_128006708)x1[0.1], [deletion 
46Mb;  SERPINE1 and CUX1]: VAF is <10% 

20q11.21q13.2 deletion 
concordant 

20q11.21q13.2 loss concordant Concordant 
  

30 MDS 46,XX,del(3)(q13q26.1)[6]/47,XX,+8[3]/46,XX[1] 
MECOM (3q26) and KMT2A 
(11q23) normal 

3q13.31q26.1(115629643_162151548)x1[0.7], [deletion 
46.5 Mb] 

7q22.1qter(98411980_159119221)x2 hmz[0.7], 
[CNLOH 60.7 Mb; CUX1 and EZH2] 
Trisomy 8 not detected by array 

3q13.31q26.1 deletion concordant 3q13.31q26.1 loss concordant Concordant 
Trisomy 8 likely due to 
culturing bias in 
karyotyping 

 

31 MDS 46,XY,del(20)(q11q13)[5]/46,XY[8] NA 20q11.22q13.2(34049440_51757288)x1[0.5] 20q11.22q13.2 concordanta 20q11.22q13.2 loss concordant concordant 

32 MDS NA NA (Y)x0[0.8], [loss of Y] Loss of Y ND Loss of Y concordant (circos-plot) Concordant 

33 MDS 47,XX,+8[10] 
MECOM (3q26) and KMT2A 
(11q23) normal 

arr(8)x3[0.8], [trisomy 8] 
 

Trisomy 8 ND Trisomy 8 concordant 
   

34 MPN 47,XY,+8[5] NA (8)x3, [trisomy 8] 

11q12.1qter(57994955_134942626)x2 hmz, [CNLOH 
77 Mb; CBL] 
13q13.1qter(32553841_115107733)x2 hmz  [CNLOH 
83 Mb] 

Trisomy 8 ND Trisomy 8 concordant Concordant 
  

35 MPN 46,XX[2] NA 20q11.21q13.13(30796103_49759901)x1[0.7] 9pterp13.3(192129_33599172)x2 hmz, [CNLOH] 20q11 deletion concordant 20q11.21q13.13 loss concordant Concordant 

36 TPLL NA 
TCL1 (14q32.13) rearrangement 
[98/100] 

NA 
 

t(14;14)(q11.2;q32.13) concordant No reported CNVs concordant 
  

37 
Unknown 
malignancy 

43~45,XY,-13,del(17)(p12),inc[cp6]/46,XY[16] 

TP53 (17p13.1) deletion [74/250] 
D13S319 (13q14) deletion  [71/227] 
LAMP (13q34) deletion [38/227] 
MECOM (3q26) and KMT2A 
(11q23) normal 

NA 
 

17p13.1 deletion ND 
t(9;13)(q32;q24.2)a : 
Concordant with loss/deletions of 
chr13 

13q14 loss concordant 
13q34 loss concordant 
17p13.1 loss concordant 

concordant 
  

a By lowering the confidence score threshold for translocations (from 0.01 to 0) the aberration was detected (deletions and inversions >5Mb are called as a intra-chromosomal translocations in the analysis pipeline) 
b By lowering the CNV call confidence from 0.99 to 0 the aberration is detected 

ND: not detected 
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Table 2b: Comparison of previous findings (karyotyping, CNV-microarray and FISH) with genome imaging results for complex cases 

Sample ID Diagnosis Karyotype results FISH results Array results (number given in brackets refers to 
aberrant  
cell fraction estimate e.g. [0-1]) 

Information on previous test results excluded from 
Bionano analysis: e.g. VAF<10%, CNLOH and 
centromeric breakpoints 

Detection with SV tool Detection with CNV tool Summary Additional inter-/intra-
chromosomal 
translocationsa 

38 ALL 
45,XY,der(18;22)(q10;q10)[2]/45,X,-
Y,der(18;22)(q10;q10),+22[6]/46,XY[2] 

BCR-ABL1/t(9;22)(q34;q11.2) and 
KMT2A (11q23) normal 
(22q11.2) gain [96/100] 

9p21.3(21976766_22009308)x1[0.4], [deletion 22 kb; 
CDKN2A/B] 
9p13.2(36915132_37070373)x3[0.9], [gain 155 kb; PAX5] 
11q23.3(118358115_118470528)x1[0.75], [deletion 112 kb; 
KMT2A] 
18pterp11.21(136226_15148589)x1[0.9], [deletion 15 Mb] 
22q11.1qter(16888900_51197839)x3[0.75], [gain 34,3 Mb] 
(Y)x0[0.6], [Loss of chr Y] 

der(18;22)(q10;q10) centromeric breakpoints 

9p21.3 deletion concordant 
9p13.2 gain concordant (tandem duplication) 
11q23.3 deletion concordant 
18pterp11.21 deletion ND 
22q11.1qter gain ND 

9p21.3 loss ND 
9p13.2 gain ND 
11q23.3 loss concordant 
18pterp11.21 loss concordant 
22q11.1qter gain concordant 
Loss of Y concordant (circos-
plot) 

Concordant 
 

39 AML 46,XY,-7,+mar[10] NA 

7pterp12.1(43361_52653365)x1, [deletion 52,6 Mb] 
7p12.1q21.11(52653869_82631044)x1[0.4], [deletion 30 
Mb] 
7q21.11qter(82631060_159119708)x1, [deletion 76,5 Mb] 

 

7pterp12.1 ND 
7p12.1q21.11 concordanta 
7q21.11qter ND 

7pterp12.1 concordant 
7p12.1q21.11 concordant 
7q21.11qter concordant 

Concordant 
 

40 AML 
45,XX,der(5;17)(p10;q10),-17[1]/44,sl,add(6)(p21),-7,-
8,-21,+2mar[3]/42~43,sl,-4,add(6)(p21),-7,-18,-21,-
19,+2~3mar[3]/46,XX[2] 

MECOM (3q26) and KMT2A (11q23) 
normal 

4q13.1qter(60385754_190957473)x1[0.2], [deletion 130 
Mb; TET2] 
5q11.1qter(49438116_180719789)x1[0.2], [deletion 131 
Mb; EGR1 and RPS14] 
6pterp22.2(156975_26155761)x1[0.2], [deletion 26 Mb] 
7q21.11qter(78677525_159119707)x1[0.2], [deletion 80 
Mb; EZH2] 
17pterp12(607_15557856)x1[0.2], [deletion 15.6 Mb; 
PRPF8 and TP53] 
17q11.2q12(27424896_33910445)x1[0.2], [deletion 6.5 
Mb; NF1] 
17q12q24.3(37488461_68218395)x1[0.2], [deletion 31 Mb]  
18q12.1qter(29147649_78014582)x1[0.2], [deletion 49 Mb; 
SETBP1]  
21q11.2q21.3(15437738_27240723)x3[0.2], [gain 12 Mb] 
21q21.3q22.12(27240723_36728909)x1[0.2], [deletion 9.5 
Mb; RUNX1] 
21q22.12q22.3(36728909_45817713)x3[0.4], [gain 9.1 Mb; 
ERG and U2AF1] 

der(5:17)(p10;q10) centromeric breakpoints 

4q13.1qter deletion: two inverted duplications 
flanking the breakpoint 
5q11.1qter deletion ND 
t(6;19)(p22.2;q13.2)a 
     6pterp22.2 deletion breakpoint concordant 
t(7;17)(q21.11;q24.3)a 
     7q21.11qter deletion breakpoint 
concordant 
     17q24.3 deletion breakpoint concordant 
17pterp12 ND 
17q11.2q12 ND 
17q12q24.3 deletion concordant (12Mb 
larger) 
18q12.1qter ND 
21q11.2q21.3 gain: ND 
21q21.3q22.12 deletion concordanta 
21q22.12q22.3 gain: concordant intra-
chromosomal translocation matching the 
array breakpointsa 

4q13.1qter loss ND 
5q11.1qter loss ND 
6pterp22.2 loss ND 
7q21.11qter loss ND 
17pterp12 partly concordantb 
17q11.2q12 partly concordantb 
17q12q24.3 loss ND 
18q12.1qter ND 
21q11.2q21.3 gain ND 
21q21.3q22.12 loss ND 
21q22.12q22.3 largely 
concordant (smaller size) 

Not completely 
concordant a,b 
(possibly due to 
low VAF%) 

6 / 3 

41 AML 46,XY,-7,+mar[9]/46,XY[1] 
MECOM (3q26) and KMT2A (11q23) 
normal 

(7)x1[0.75], [monosomy chr7] 
(8)cth, [chromothripsis chr8] 

4q21.22qter(83626453_190957473)x2 hmz, [CNLOH 
107 Mb] 
9pterp13.3(192129_35629862)x2 hmz, [CNLOH 35 
Mb] 

Chromothripsis 8 concordant 
Monosomy 7 concordant 
Chromothripsis 8 concordant 

Concordant 
 

42 AML 
46,XY,-5,-6,der(7)t(7;17)(q22;q11),-17,+r,+1-
2mar,inc[cp13]/46,XY[2] 

MECOM (3q26) and KMT2A (11q23) 
normal 

5q14.3qter(83016387_180719789)x1[0.25], [deletion 97 
Mb; RPS14 and NPM1] 
7q22.1qter(99829322_159119708)x1[0.7], [deletion 59 Mb; 
CUX1 and EZH2] 
17pterp13.1(526_7796670)x1[0.7], [deletion 7 Mb; TP53] 
17q11.2(28550891_30386538)x1[0.7] [deletion 1 Mb; NF1] 

6pterp22.1(156975_29656220)x1[0.1], [deletion 24 
Mb] 
6p22.1p21.1(29656220_43746369)x3[0.1], [gain 14 
Mb] 
17p13.1q11.2(7796670_28550814)x1[0.1] [deletion 21 
Mb] 

t(7;17)(q22;q11) concordant 
5q14.3qter deletion ND 
7q22.1qter ND 
17pterp13.1deletion ND 
17q11.2: breakpoints are concordant with an 
intra-chromosomal translocation 
t(17;17)(p13,1;q11.2)a and t(7;17)(q22;q11) 

5q14.3qter concordant b 
7q22.1qter loss concordant 
17pterp13.1 loss concordant 
17q11.2 loss concordant 

Concordantb 
 

43 CLL NA NA 

3pterp26.1(61892_7836852)x1[0.25~0.55], [deletion 7 Mb] 
8q21.3qter(88892916_146295771)x3[0.4], [gain 57 Mb; 
MYC] 
11pterp15.1(198510_19343801)x3[0.35], [gain 19 Mb] 
(12)x3[0.2~0.9], [trisomy 12] 
 Xq22.33qter(104477015_155233846)x3[0.4], [gain 48 Mb] 

VAF<10% aberrations: 
5q33.2qter(155193906_180719789)x3[0.15], [gain 25 
MB] 
7pterp21.3(43361_11383182)x3[0.15], [gain 11 Mb] 
8pterp12(158049_36130712)x1[0.1], [deletion 36 Mb] 
21q21.3q22.3(28433091_46966180)x3[0.05~0.1], 
[gain 18 Mb] 
 
CNLOH: 
17q12qter(37298761_81041939)x2 hmz, [CNLOH 43 
Mb] 

t(3;8)(p26.1;q21.3): 
     3pterp26.1 breakpoint concordant 
     8q21.3qter breakpoint concordant:  
t(X;3)(q25;p26.1) 
     3pterp26.1 breakpoint concordant 
t(11;12)(p15.1;q21.31)a: 
     11pterp15.1 breakpoint concordant 
     complex chromosome 12 
t(X;12)(q22.3;q21.2): 
     Xq22.33qter breakpoint concordant 
     complex chromosome 12 

3pterp26.1 loss concordant 
8q21.3qter gain concordant  
11pterp15.1 gain concordant 
Trisomy 12 concordant (complex 
events) 
Xq22.33qter gain concordant b 

Concordanta 7 / 0 

44 LYBM 46,XX,-3,add(10)(q26),t(11;14)(q13;q32),-17,+2mar[2] 
IGH-CCND1/t(11;14)(q13;q32) 
present [89/100] 

3p21.2p12.1(51414585_84408604)x1[0.8]  
3p11.1qter(89700790_197851987)x3[0.8]                      
8pterp12(158049_36133354)x1[0.8]                               
8p12qter(36141830_146295772)x3[0.8]                        
17pterp11.1(526_22261792)x1[0.8]                                
17q11.1qter(25270398_81041939)x3[0.8] 

 

t(11;14)(q13;q32) concordant 
t(3;10)(3p21.3;q26.3): 
     3p21.2 breakpoint concordant 
     10q26 breakpoint concordant (karyotype) 
3p11.1qter gain ND 
t(3;8)(p12.1;p12) a: 
     3p12.1 breakpoint concordant 
     8pterp12 breakpoint concordant 
     8p12qter breakpoint concordant 
17pterp11.1 ND 
17q11.1qter ND 

3p21.2p12.1 loss condcordant 
3p11.1qter gain concordant 
8pterp12 loss concordant 
8p12qter gain concordant 
17pterp11.1 loss concordant 
17q11.1qter gain concordant 

Concordant 
 

45 MDS NA NA 
2p14.1p11.2(68322437_88318542)x1[0.2], [deletion 20 
Mb]  

2p14.1p11.2 deletion concordant 
3p25.1p12.2 largely concordant (~4Mb 

2p14.1p11.2 loss concordantb 
3p25.1p12.2 loss ND 

Concordanta,b 8 / 3 
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3p25.1p12.2(13307505_83363531)x1[0.2], [deletion 70 
Mb] 
5q22.1qter(110582414_180719789)x1[0.2], [deletion 70 
Mb] 
6pterp22.2(156975_26642785)x1[0.2], [deletion 26 Mb] 
7pterp11.2(43361_55865183)x1[0.2], [deletion 55 Mb] 
(18)x1[0.2] [monosomy 18] 

smaller size)a 
5q22.1 ND 
6pterp22.2 ND 
7pterp11.2 ND 
18x1 ND 

5q22.1 loss concordantb 
6pterp22.2 loss concordantb 
7pterp11.2 loss concordantb 
18x1 concordantb 

46 MDS 
44~49,XX,del(1)(q25),+del(1)(q25),-2,-4,-
5,del(7)(q22),-17,-20,-21,+3~7mar,inc[cp6]/46,XX[1] 

MECOM (3q26) and KMT2A (11q23) 
normal 

1q31.1q31.3(186959625_198450455)x1[0.2], [deletion 
11Mb] 
1q23.3q24.3(160989881_171453056)x1[0.2], [deletion 
10Mb] 
2q36.1q36.3(222797309_230599001)x1[0.3], [deletion 
7Mb] 
4q34.1q35.1(174379079_183313144)x1[0.3], [deletion 
9Mb] 
5q11.2q12.1(52569519_59308516)x1[0.3], [deletion 6Mb] 
5q12.3qter(65481335_180719789)x1[0.3], [deletion 
115Mb; EGR1,PDGFRB, RPS14] 
7q21.11q36.1(85799746_148722243)x1[0.2], [deletion 
63Mb; SERPINE1, EZH2] 
17pterp13.1(526_9189616)x1[0.3], [deletion 9Mb; PRPF8, 
TP53] 
20q12q13.32(41661238_57200633)x1[0.3], [deletion 
15Mb] 
21q22.12q22.3(36394680_46110936)x3[0.2], [gain 10Mb;  
RUNX1, ERG, U2AF1] 

 

t(1;2)(q31.1;q36.3): 
     1q31.1 breakpoint concordant 
     2q36.3 breakpoint concordant 
     1q23.3q24.3 deletion concordanta 
t(1;7)(q23.3;q21.2): 
     1q23.3 breakpoint concordant 
     7q21.11 breakpoint close 
t(1;7)(q24.3;q21.2) 
     1q24.3 breakpoint concordant 
     7q21.11 breakpoint close 
t(1;4)(q31.3;q35.1)a: 
     1q31.3 breakpoint concordant 
     4q35.1 breakpoint concordant 
t(4;7)(q34.1;q21.2): 
     4q34.1 breakpoint concordant 
     7q21.11 breakpoint close 
t(4;7)(q35.1;q21.11)a: 
     4q35.1 breakpoint concordant 
     7q21.11 breakpoint concordant 
t(1;21)(p33;q22.12): 
     21q22.12 breakpoint concordant 
t(1;21)(p32.3;q22.3): 
     21q22.3 breakpoint concordant 
5q11.2q12.3 deletion concordant 
7q21.11q36.1 deletion concordanta 
17pterp13.1 deletion ND 
20q12q13.32 deletion partly concordant 

1q31.1q31.3 loss ND 
1q23.3q24.3 loss concordantb 
2q36.1q36.3 loss concordantb 
4q34.1q35.1 loss concordantb 
5q11.2q12.1 loss ND 
5q12.3qter (start from q13.2) 
concordantb 
7q21.11q36.1 (start from q21.3) 
concordantb 
17pterp13.1 loss concordant 
20q12q13.32 loss concordant 
21q22.12q22.3 gain ND 

Concordanta,b 11 / 5 

47 MDS NA NA 

2p23.3(24695356_25885482)x1[0.2], [deletion 1Mb; 
DNMT3A] 
5q21.3q34(107900097_162713995)x1[0.6],[0.9],[0.3], 
[deletion 55Mb] 
7q22.1(100669501_103030664)x1[0.2], [deletion 2 Mb; 
SERPINE1] 
11p14.1p12(27572789_39611471)x1[0.6], [deletion 12Mb; 
WT1] 
17q11.2(28823456_30457154)x1[0.8], [deletion 2Mb; NF1] 

 

2p23.3 deletion concordant 
5q21.3q34 deletion concordanta 
7q22.1 deletion ND 
11p14.1p12 deletion concordanta 
17q11.2 deletion concordant 

2p23.3 loss ND 
5q21.3q34 loss concordantb 
7q22.1 loss concordant 
11p loss concordant 
17q11.2 loss concordant 

Concordanta 10 / 9 

48 MMc NA 
IGH-FGFR3/t(4;14)(p16.3;q32), IGH-
MAF/t(14;16)(q32;q23) and other IGH 
(14q32) normal 

Gain 1q21 
Hyperdiploid (chr7,9,11,15,17,20,21) 
Gain of part of chr1 (break in FAM46C), 3, 5, 8q (PVT1, 
MYC), 19p 
Loss of chrY 

CNLOH whole chromosome 4 
CNLOH whole chromosome 19 

t(1;8)(breakpoints) with a breakpoint in 
FAM46C genea 

1q21 gain concordant (whole 1q) 
Hyperdiploid chr7, 9, 11, 15, 
17,20, 21 concordant 
Gains of part of chr1 (break in 
FAM46C), 3, 5, 8q, 19p 
concordant 
Loss of Y concordant (circos-
plot) 

Concordant 
 

a By lowering the confidence score threshold for translocations this aberration was detected (importantly, deletions >5Mb are called as a intra-chromosomal translocations in the analysis pipeline) 
b By lowering the CNV call confidence from 0.99 to 0 the aberration is detected 

 

c 100% plasmacells 

ND: not detected 
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Abbreviations 

ALL  acute lymphoblastic leukemia 

AML acute myeloid leukemia 

BMA bone marrow aspirates  

CLL  chronic lymphocytic leukemia 

CML chronic myeloid leukemia 

CNLOH copy number neutral loss-of heterozygosity 

CNV copy number variant 

CV coefficient of variation 

DLE-1 direct Labeling Enzyme-1 

DLS direct Label and Stain 

EDTA ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

FISH fluorescence in situ hybridization 

FSHD facioscapulohumeral dystrophy 

gDNA genomic DNA 

i.e. id est (that is) 

LYBM lymphoma in bone marrow   

MDS myelodysplastic syndrome 

MM  multiple myeloma 

MPN  myeloproliferative neoplasm 

NGS next generation sequencing 

NIPT non-invasive prenatal testing 

PCR  polymerase chain reaction 

PMSF phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride 
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RVP rare variant pipeline 

SD standard deviation 

SNP single nucleotide polymorphism 

ssDNA single stranded DNA 

SV structural variant 

TPLL T-cell prolymphocytic leukemia 

UHMW  ultra-long high molecular weight 

VAF variant allele frequency 

WBCs white blood cells 
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Supplemental Data description 

Supplemental Data include 7 tables and 4 figures. 

 

Supplemental Figure 1. Examples of filter adjustment for CNV calling. Similarly to SVs, lowering 

the stringency threshold for CNV calling to 0 resulted in the calling of previously not called CNVs. 

For example a) 5q22.1qter loss (VAF 10%) in sample 45 (complex, MDS): lower stringency 

threshold shows larger CNV region than higher stringency threshold (red bars). b) Monosomy 18 

(VAF 10%) in sample 45 (complex, MDS): whole chromosome 18 loss only seen with lower 

stringency threshold (red bars). c) Loss of 5q21.3q34 (sample 47, MDS): two different VAFs% 

(30%,45%) detected by high confidence threshold, VAF of 15% only detected with lower 

stringency threshold. 

 

Supplemental Figure 2. Circos plots of all complex cases. Left row shows circos plots with high 

stringency filters for SVs and CNVs, middle row shows circos plots with low stringency filters for 

SVs (translocations only) and right row shows circos plots with low stringency filters for CNV 

calling.   

 

Supplemental Figure 3. Fusion gene detection. a) Putative fusions of RUNX1-AGBL4 (sample 46) 

and b) putative fusion of BCR-EXOC2 (sample 14), for both of which one of the two fusion 

partners is well known from other fusion genes in leukemia. The latter was identified in a CML 

sample with a three-way translocation involving the Philadelphia chromosome t(9;22;6).  
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Supplemental Figure 4: Comparison of CNV-microarray data and genome imaging. Comparison 

of CNV-microarray results with the new ‘whole genome CNV’ visualization that is enabled in the 

latest Bionano Access software v1.5, for two cases. a) Unbalanced translocation  

t(2;7)(p16.3;q21.3) in sample 2, shown with array (upper panel) and genome imaging data 

(lower panel), b) Trisomy 12 and del13q14.13q31.2 in sample 9, shown with array (upper panel) and 

genome imaging data (lower panel). 
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Figure 1. Example of Bionano output for 1 sample with a deletion (sample 20) 
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Figure 2. Example of Bionano output for one sample with a balanced translocation (sample 44)
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Figure 3. Recurrent BCR-ABL1 fusion genes
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Figure 4. Resolving chromothripsis structures (sample 41)
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